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Torso height optimization
for bipedal locomotion
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Abstract
Bipedal robots can be better alternatives to other robots in certain applications, but their full potential can only be used if
their entire kinematic range is cleverly exploited. Generating motions that are not only dynamically feasible but also take into
account the kinematic limits as well as collisions in real time is one of the main challenges towards that goal. We present an
approach to generate adaptable torso height trajectories to exploit the full kinematic range in bipedal locomotion. A sim-
plified 2D model approximates the robot’s full kinematic model for multiple steps ahead. It is used to optimize the torso
height trajectories while taking future motion kinematics into account. The method significantly improves the robot’s motion
not only while walking in uneven terrain, but also during normal walking. Furthermore, we integrated the method in our
framework for autonomous walking and we validated its real-time character in successfully conducted experiments.
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Introduction

The capability to step up and down platforms or stairs is the

main advantage of legged over wheeled locomotion. Bipe-

dal robots show impressive results in terms of walking and

running in even terrain.1,2 But legged locomotion allows

for much more complex movement than just following a

continuous path.3 Motion generation for stepping up and

down is directly coupled with the open question of how the

height of the robot’s center of mass with respect to the

height of the torso has to be designed. A variable torso

height can result in several advantages for bipedal walking.

Humans make great use of the advantage of a variable torso

height during walking. Imitating a human-like walking

may improve the energy efficiency.4 Adapting the torso

height to the current walking situation and terrain yields

a greater kinematic versatility: larger strides are possible5

and the maneuverability on stairs and on uneven terrain is

improved.3 Kinematic constraints such as joint limits can

be avoided. Furthermore, recent publications have even

showed a self-stabilization influence by applying a well-

designed torso height trajectory.6,7

In this article, we focus on methods to improve the

kinematic versatility of bipedal walking by tightly integrat-

ing a new torso height trajectory in our framework for

bipedal locomotion. Furthermore, we present an optimiza-

tion technique to reduce joint velocities and to avoid
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reaching kinematic constraints. In the next section, we

present related works and highlight the originality of our

contribution. The following section provides an overview

of the experimental platform used in this work—the robot

Lola (Figure 1)—and its framework for real-time motion

generation. Then, we present our new torso height trajec-

tory and its optimization. Finally, the new trajectory opti-

mization method is evaluated in simulations and validated

in successfully conducted experiments. The article con-

cludes with a conclusion and comments on future work.

Literature review

Motion generation for humanoid robots often follows a hier-

archical approach.1–3,9 A navigation module determines

desired foothold positions depending on the environment

and user input. Based on the foothold positions, a walking

pattern generation calculates a set of reference trajectories

using simplified models which approximate the robot’s mul-

tibody system. Usually, these trajectories include the center

of mass (CoM) trajectories to allow the robot for dynami-

cally feasible walking. Over the last decades, a large variety

of models and methods have been presented to derive dyna-

mically feasible CoM trajectories in the literature1–3,9,

among others. Often the robot is represented by an inverted

pendulum where the height is considered as constant. Vari-

able CoM height in motion generation is taken into account

in the literature,1,10,11 among others. Few approaches take

into account kinematic and dynamic feasibility constraints in

an integrated manner.12 Brasseur et al. formulate linear con-

straints that guarantee dynamic feasibility and allow effi-

cient solving and, thus, achieving online generation of 3-D

trajectories. Nevertheless, their approach was only applied in

simulation and not integrated in a whole framework for

motion generation in cluttered environments. However, in

humanoid robotics, vertical CoM trajectories are often

generated in a heuristic manner and without considering

their influence on the overall motion.

The authors of previous studies,5,6,13 for example, pro-

pose to use a cosine oscillation around an average height.

The choice is motivated by observation of human walking.

All works analyze the effects of vertical oscillations only in

simulation.

To allow climbing of stairs, Park et al.14 use a sixth-order

polynomial to generate the CoM height trajectory. They

define boundary conditions and design parameters that are

tuned in simulation to reduce the deviation of the real from

the ideal planned zero moment point (ZMP). This yields an

almost linear function, which the authors used for simplicity.

Drawbacks of this simplification are not examined.

Hong and Lee15 deploy varying trajectories in dual and

single stance. While a constant CoM height is assumed in

single stance, cubic splines are used for the double support

phase. This interpolation allows a transition to different

CoM heights. The authors do not provide a rationale to

motivate their approach, but they demonstrate in simula-

tions the ability to walk stably in uneven terrain.

Miura et al.16 always set the robot’s waist height as high

as possible. When the legs are fully stretched and therefore

reach their limit, the waist height is lowered. The resultant

trajectory suffers from non-smooth transitions between dou-

ble and single stance phase. The authors therefore smooth

the trajectory in an optimization with respect to a cost func-

tion constraining joint angles and velocities. The objective of

the publication was to accurately imitate human-like motion,

which was demonstrated on even terrain.

Similar to Miura et al., Griffin et al.17 favor walking

with straightened legs over bent legs in their approach.

Instead of planning torso height trajectories directly, they

propose to project leg joint angle objectives into the null-

space of the quadratic optimization problem which is

solved by a whole-body controller. The resulting deviation

of the CoM height from the reference trajectory introduce

additional perturbations which have to be handled by the

walking controller. Trying to imitate the human walking,

Hu et al.18 generate the CoM height motion indirectly by

introducing angle objectives in the quadratic optimization

program which is solved by their motion controller as well.

Both publications17,18 do not take into account future

motion limits. They consider only the current controller

time step, and they do not optimize over a motion sequence

as, for example, a physical step of the robot. Nishiwaki10

proposed a similar approach as well. Keeping the torso

height as high as possible while taking into account the

solvability of the inverse kinematics and joint limits. First,

they calculate the maximum feasible torso height based on

the maximum joint velocities and maximum kinematically

adjusted torso height. Second, the torso trajectory is

designed iteratively. In difference to the previous publica-

tions, they take into account future upper limit of waist

height, vertical velocity, and acceleration limits. The torso
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Ankle 2
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Total 24

Figure 1. Photo and kinematic structure of the humanoid robot
Lola. The joint distribution and world coordinate system used are
shown on the right side (adapted from the work of Hildebrandt
et al.8).
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height is then set as high as possible within these con-

straints, neglecting lower limits of the waist height.

In the study by Nishiwaki et al.,3 the approach was

modified using cubic splines which are defined by three

heuristically defined support points per step. These points

are chosen in such a way that the torso height stays close to

its maximum, avoiding knee singularities.

Recently, optimization frameworks have been presented

which generate the robots motion for long walking sequences

while taking dynamics as well as kinematic constraints into

account.19,20 These approaches are either pure off-line meth-

ods20 or still need initially long calculation times.19

Our approach differs from the previous ones. We present

a new parametrization for the torso height based on a cubic

spline representation. It can be configured by a variable

number of control points. This trajectory representation

allows us to extend the set of parameters used in our

method for model-predictive kinematic optimization.21

Using the strategy presented by Buschmann et al.,22 the

torso height is explicitly taken into account to generate

dynamically feasible CoM motions.

In contrast to the study by Nishiwaki,10 not only con-

straints are avoided in that way but also the joint velocities

are optimized.

Furthermore, we target a real-time solution. Our robot

should walk with normal human walking speed, and it

should be able to react to changing user commands or chang-

ing environment within one step. For this reason, the opti-

mization of the large number of free parameters cannot be

performed using the full kinematic model. Therefore, we

introduce a simplified model approximating the kinematics.

This model is used to separately solve a parameter optimiza-

tion for the torso height trajectory with respect to an objec-

tive function, taking into account kinematic limitations and

joint velocities. The model is verified and the optimization is

analyzed in simulations and validated in experiments.

Control architecture

We use our humanoid robot Lola for the method’s valida-

tion. Figure 1 depicts the robot and its kinematic structure.

The following sections provide a short overview of the

currently implemented control system needed to under-

stand the integration of the proposed method in our frame-

work for autonomous walking. More details on the

mechanical design and the control architecture are given

by Buschmann et al.2

Control architecture

An overview of our hierarchical walking control system is

depicted in Figure 2. The Vision System23 uses only the

onboard camera and approximates the environment with

swept sphere volumes (SSVs). The representation of the

environment and of the robot via SSV objects is used con-

sistently in all control modules for fast distance calculations.

The robot control is divided into a high-level Planning Unit

which is executed for every walking step k (step time of

T Step ¼ 0:6::1:2 s) and a Feedback Control with a cycle

time of 1 ms. The Planning Unit first calculates, in the

Navigation module,8 a sequence of parameter sets pwp;k

which configures the robot’s walking pattern for the next

n steps based on user input, such as desired step parameters

or a goal position. These parameter sets determine the over-

all motion of the robot and include the foothold positions, the

final position of the torso height, the step time, and the foot

trajectories. Based on pwp;k the Parameter Optimization &

Walking Pattern Generation evaluates and optimizes pwp;1

and generates an ideal walking pattern. The ideal walking

pattern serves as input to the Feedback Control that adapts

the ideal walking pattern according to sensor feedback and

calculates joint target data which are executed by the robot.

The generation of the CoM trajectory and the parameter

optimization will be detailed next.

CoM trajectory generation

The horizontal CoM trajectories are generated as part of the

walking pattern generation using a three-mass model to

account for dynamic effects caused by fast leg movements

(see Figure 3). It has one lumped mass mb representing the

Feedback Control

Position Controlled Robot

Ideal Pattern

Joint Data

Naviaa gation

VisioVV n System

Surfacff e & Obstacle

Approximation

Planning Unit

Parameter Optimization &

WalkinWW g Pattern Generation

∆t = TStepTT

∆t = 1ms

Figure 2. Lola’s real-time walking control system.
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Figure 3. Three-mass model used for CoM trajectory calcula-
tion.24 CoM: center of mass.
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upper body and masses mf i (i ¼ 1; 2) approximating the

leg’s dynamics. The input to the horizontal CoM trajectory

generation are the trajectories defining the motion of the

three masses: foot trajectories rf iðpwp; tÞ ¼ ½xf iðpwp; tÞ;
yf iðpwp; tÞ; zf iðpwp; tÞ�, the desired torso height trajectory

zb ¼ zbðpwp; tÞ describing the movement of the upper body

mass mb and the desired contact moments trajectories Tx

and Ty. The torso height zb ¼ zbðpwp; tÞ ¼ zbðH ; tÞ is a

fifth-order polynomial with a configurable height H at the

end of each step (For the sake of simplicity, we will omit

the explicit dependency on pwp in the following.).

Thus, the equation of motion (EOM) results in a linear

and time variant differential equation for the horizontal

upper body mass trajectories xb and yb. The equation for

the frontal plane can be stated as

mbzb€yb�mbybð€zbþ gÞ ¼�Txþmf yf 1ð€zf 1þ gÞ�mf zf 1€yf 1

þmf yf 2ð€zf 2þ gÞ�mf zf 2€yf 2

ð1Þ

The equation for the sagittal plane can be derived analo-

gously. We use the method based on spline collocation

proposed in the study by Buschmann et al.22 to solve for

xb and yb over two steps.

The Feedback Control does not track the desired trajec-

tory of the upper body but of the CoM.22 The overall CoM

trajectories CoM can be calculated by superposition of the

motions of the masses mb and mf i.

Kinematic evaluation and parameter optimization

The parameter set pwp configures the walking pattern of

the robot and governs the robot’s motion. Off-line–

defined parameters are not optimal with respect to

dynamic and complex scenarios. Parameters that are cho-

sen without knowledge about the future movement of the

robot could lead to walking patterns that are not dynami-

cally feasible or kinematically executable. Therefore, in

our previous work,21 we introduced the Parameter Opti-

mization (see Figure 2). It is a model-predictive approach,

which uses the full kinematic model of the robot and takes

whole-body collision avoidance into account. Based on

the results of the model prediction, pwp is evaluated and

optimized in real time.

Limitations of the current approach. Currently zb is generated

as a quintic polynomial interpolation between the current

height and a control point at the end of the step. The height

of this control point is described by the parameter H . The

Parameter Optimization directly influences zb by calculat-

ing an optimal control point value H . The parameterization

with only one parameter per step limits the possibilities to

influence the overall motion. It may result in violation of

kinematic constraints in challenging scenarios: in fact, joint

limits define a maximum or minimum feasible torso height,

which in turn restrict indirectly the CoM height. Or,

expressed the other way around, a wrongly chosen torso

or CoM height trajectory may result in joint limit viola-

tions. The minimum feasible torso height is commonly

reached when the ankle joint cannot be further flexed. The

maximum feasible torso height is mostly determined by the

knee joint limits. A typical scenario in which the current

trajectory design reaches its limits is stepping up and down

stairs or platforms (a video showing Lola stepping up and

down a platform with the current trajectory design is avail-

able at https://youtu.be/rKsx8HKvBkg).

The Parameter Optimization uses the complex full-

kinematic model of the robot to analyze the stepping

motion of the robot’s next physical step. Due to the

time-consuming integration of the complex model, it is

not possible to introduce additional parameters without

violating real-time constraints. For the same reason, it is

not possible to analyze more than one walking step in

advance. This can become a limiting factor for walking

over challenging terrain.

Proposed method

This approach extends the Parameter Optimization with a

reduced kinematic model that allows us for a more sophis-

ticated torso height trajectory design and longer time

horizons.

Figure 4 gives an overview of how the proposed method

extends the current pattern generation procedure. To main-

tain the real-time capability, we divide the trajectory gen-

eration into two parts. First, we separately calculate an

optimized torso height trajectory, as described in this sec-

tion. The new torso height trajectory parametrization can

r CoM

Proposed

Pattern Generation Extract

zb,est

zb(z)

r f i

r f i

zmax zb,init min
z

f (z)

x b,est

CoM trajectory

generation22

CoM trajectory

generation22

Current zb(H )

Figure 4. Overview of the proposed method in the context of
the pattern generation process. This figure focuses on the opti-
mization process of the torso height.
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be configured with more than one parameter per step. We

use a simplified kinematic model which is introduced in the

following. This model is then employed to obtain an initial

solution and to finally perform the optimization. Second,

we use the resulting optimized torso height trajectory in the

Parameter Optimization to determine the remaining para-

meters describing the robot’s motion as presented in our

previous study.21 This is a trade-off between optimality of

the solution and calculation time for real-time application.

Parameterization of torso height trajectory

Currently, the torso height trajectory is composed of quintic

polynomials with two control points at the start and end of

each step (see Figure 6). This representation provides C2-

smooth trajectories, which is important in order to avoid

undesired jumps on acceleration level. A step describes the

interval between two consecutive double support phases.

Using additional control points per step would allow for

more variable trajectories. The drawback of the represen-

tation with a quintic polynomial is that the first and second

derivative have to be set at each control point. Consequently,

each set point introduces three new degrees of freedom

(DoFs), increasing the dimension of the optimization prob-

lem. Furthermore, higher order polynomials tend to intro-

duce undesired oscillations. Instead, we choose to represent

the torso height trajectory using cubic splines. Each addi-

tional control point introduces 1 DoF to the curve represen-

tation, while keeping the spline property of C2-smoothness.

The new torso height trajectory is represented by four con-

trol points per step with the heights zk ; k ¼ 0 . . . 3. Initial

conditions reduce the DoFs to three parameters per step. We

do not impose further boundary constraints. In the following

sections, the choice for the control points is discussed in

more detail.

Simplified kinematic model

During the optimization, the underlying model is evaluated

frequently. To maintain real-time capability, a low com-

plexity of the model is desirable. The robot’s kinematics

are approximated with a simple kinematic 2-D model in the

sagittal plane. Thus, the 2-D kinematic chain of each leg is

fully determined with the trajectories rb ¼ ½xb; yb; zb�, rf i, �,

and the heuristically defined toe trajectory �toe. Figure 5

shows a 2-D sketch of one leg depicting the variables. In

contrast to the full model used in the Parameter Optimiza-

tion, collision checks are not considered. The trajectories of

rf i, �, and �toe are defined by pwp. The horizontal trajectory

of the body mass point of the three-mass model xb and yb

results from solving the governing EoMs (see Figure 1). As

explained in the previous section, the torso height trajectory

zb itself is a necessary input to solve these equations. An

estimated torso height trajectory zb; est is used to solve the

EoMs to yield a sufficiently accurate horizontal trajectory

xb; est. When rb, rf i, �, and � toe are determined, the inverse

kinematics can be solved analytically for the joint angles q.

The joint velocities _q are derived numerically. Thus, real-

time capability can be achieved. The model equations are

derived in Appendix 1.

Initial solution

The optimization problem requires an accurate initial solu-

tion zb; init to avoid convergence to an undesired local min-

imum. Similar to the works of Nishiwaki,3,10 we make use

of the so-called maximum kinematically feasible torso

height z max to derive the initial torso height trajectory (see

Figure 6). The value of z max is obtained using the kinematic

chain from feet to torso while maintaining xb and yb. The

vertical torso position can be increased depending on the

position of the feet, x swing and x stance. The maximum kine-

matically feasible torso height per leg is reached for a fully

stretched leg of length L max with q1 ¼ 0 according to equa-

tion (2). The overall maximum height z max is the height that

is feasible for both kinematic chains (equation (3)).

q2

q1

q0

ϕtoe
ϕ mfi

mb rb

rf i

Figure 5. 2-D kinematic model approximating robot’s full kine-
matics. Input trajectories: rb, rf i, �, and � toe. Joint angles in red are
unknown.
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]
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Figure 6. Walking up a platform with Dz stair ¼ 7:5 cm: control
points of torso height trajectories for two walking steps (sepa-
rated by dotted line). Blue line denotes trajectory resulting from
optimization of H, green line denotes trajectory resulting from
presented method.
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zf i;max ¼ zf i þ
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
L2

max � ðxb � xf iÞ2
q

ð2Þ

z max ¼ min
i
ðzf i;maxÞ ð3Þ

The minimum feasible torso height z min is obtained corre-

spondingly with the ankle joint limit restricting the lowest

possible configuration. These approximations are conser-

vative since the 2-D model omits DoFs in the lateral direc-

tion and does not include hip and pelvis movements. These

additional DoFs allow an even higher or lower torso height

in 3-D. For calculation of an appropriate initial solution,

timing of the control points and constraints have to be

defined as follows.

Timing of set points. In the course of simulations, we found

that the points in time of the control points are crucial for

finding a feasible and optimal torso height trajectory. The

torso height trajectory consists of four control points per

step. The first and the last control points are set to the

beginning and end of each step (see Figure 6). Due to

limited calculation time, we also predefine the timing of

two remaining control points. We identified two charac-

teristic points in time for these control points inherent to

each step that achieved satisfying results for our purposes:

at the time of liftoff of the swing foot for upstairs or

touchdown during downstairs movement (see Figure 6 for

time t1 and t4), the maximum height z max for a step

reaches a local minimum.

The second intermediate control point considers the

human ideal. In human walking, the torso is at the highest

point during the single stance phase. This maximum occurs

when the CoM is approximately above the swing foot5 (see

Figure 6 for time t2 and t5). Figure 6 shows the resultant

choice of control points for two steps of moving up a platform.

Constraints for initial solution. The trajectory with N control

points si is composed of ðN � 1Þ cubic spline segments and

has 4ðN � 1Þ parameters. There are necessary constraints

to obtain a smooth trajectory: the first control point fulfills

the boundary conditions to provide smooth C2 connections

from the previous step. To further enforce C2 continuity,

we introduce 3ðN � 2Þ continuity constraints on accelera-

tion, velocity, and position level at the segment connec-

tions. For the initial solution zb; init, we empirically define

three additional constraints per step in order to avoid unfa-

vorable local minima in the optimization. Figure 7 shows

the torso height trajectory for stepping up a platform. The

gray areas mark torso heights that violate joint limits

according to the simplified model. An increasing platform

height Dz stair leads to a smaller range of feasible solutions.

We impose the constraints sequentially one step after

another:

(1) To avoid the joint limits, a sufficient slope of the

torso height trajectory is necessary. The minimum

in z max marks the point in time where this occurs

(compare Figure 6: t1 and t4). The range of feasible

solutions becomes narrow (compare Figure 7 at t¼
11.5 s). Correspondingly, we determine the slope

at these intermediate control points to be propor-

tional to the difference in maximum torso height

per step.

_zb; initðt1Þ ¼
z maxðt3Þ � z maxðt0Þ

Dt step

p tune ð4Þ

The tuning parameter p tune is determined empirically

and differs for upward and downward movements.

(2) Two more constraints are imposed onto the con-

trol point at the end of each step (i.e. at t3 and t6).

Both, a change in step length and step height,

affects the range of kinematically feasible torso

height trajectories. We limit the height of the con-

trol points at t3 and t6 (see Figure 6). They repre-

sent the end points of a step movement. In the case

of upstairs or downstairs movement, the control

points at t3 and t6 are set higher or lower than the

corresponding start point at t0 with respect to t3.

An increase of the step length leads to a lower

minimum in z max, since the feet are further apart.

Accordingly, the height of the end points at t3 and

t6 is adapted relative to the corresponding start

point and the change in z max.

zb; initðt3Þ ¼ z0 þ z maxðt3Þ � z maxðt0Þ ð5Þ

(3) We constrain the slope at the end points to achieve

periodicity in the initial solution. In case neither

step length nor height changed from the previous

step, the slope at the end is constrained to the slope

at the start of the step; otherwise, the slope is set to

zero since no further insight about the slope is

available.

_zb; initðt3Þ ¼
_z0 same step parameters as previous step

0 else

�

ð6Þ

0.85

0.9

0.95
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k
)

[m
]
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Figure 7. Range of feasible solutionsDz stair ¼ 10 cm. Gray areas
mark torso heights greater than zmax and smaller than zmin
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The resultant cubic spline is uniquely defined with the

complete set of 4ðN � 1Þ constraints.

Optimization

The previously defined initial trajectory serves as the start-

ing point for a parameter optimization. Constraints

imposed on the initial solution are omitted for the

optimization. Only, the 3ðN � 2Þ conditions to ensure

C2-continuity as well as the three constraints provid-

ing smooth initial conditions are required. Consequently,

there remain N � 1 optimization parameters zk per step

period. This parameter set zk is the minimal representation

of the overall torso height trajectory zb. The optimization

of the parameters z ¼ ½zk � for k steps yields the local min-

imum with respect to a cost function f ðzÞ. The optimiza-

tion problem is defined as follows:

Cost function. The cost function f ðzÞ is a scalar function of

the optimization parameters z with

f ðzÞ ¼
ðte

0

�
w _q _qðzÞT _qðzÞ þ wjlHjlðzÞ þ wzmHzmðzÞ

�
dt

ð7Þ

The first term takes into account the joint velocities derived

from the simplified 2-D model. Hjl and Hzm penalize the

violation of joint limits and the violation of the maximum

torso height with the weighting factors wi.

The kinematic constraints are not included in the opti-

mization problem as hard constraints due to real-time

requirements. Since the 2-D model represents a conserva-

tive estimate of the real robot, violations of the kinematic

constraints of the optimization model are acceptable for the

full robot. Nevertheless, the optimization requires a well-

chosen initial solution, which we are able to provide as

explained in the previous section. The overall cost is

obtained by numeric integration of the 2-D geometric

model over a time horizon te.

Time horizon. The time horizon of the optimization problem

is coupled to the robot’s physical steps. By taking into

account more than one step, future kinematic limits can

be avoided. In this work, n steps � 1 steps can be included

in the trajectory optimization. Every additional step leads

to an increased dimension of the optimization problem. As

a trade-off between computational cost and prediction qual-

ity, we include n steps ¼ 2 steps in the optimization of the

torso height trajectory.

Algorithm and real-time constraints. The optimization prob-

lem is solved using the open-source library for nonlinear

optimization Nlopt (http://ab-initio.mit.edu/nlopt). The

software package comes with a number of both global and

local optimization routines. Experiments with different

available algorithms showed that the sequential least

squares programming (SLSQP) algorithm25 and a

sequential quadratic programming (SQP) gradient-based

optimization algorithm, yields the best results for our

purposes.

The torso height trajectory generation must be consider-

ably shorter than one walking step. In the experiments, we

limited the run-time to T opt ¼ 400 ms and keep the current

best solution for the parameter set z. Furthermore, we

accelerate the model integration by increasing the integra-

tion time step to Dt exp ¼ 8Dt with Dt ¼ 1:5 ms. Its influ-

ence of the solution quality is analyzed in the following

section.

Results

We have assessed the performance of the newly proposed

torso height trajectory generation using the dynamics simu-

lation framework described in the work by Buschmann

et al.2 and validated our approach in experiments (a video

of our experiments is available: https://youtu.be/

ayj95PVvq0 M). Our approach shows improved perfor-

mance in challenging stepping scenarios involving obsta-

cles, platforms, or stairs compared with our previous

results. Even walking, especially fast walking, also yielded

cost reductions for the full robot motions. The presented

simulation results compare the newly proposed method to

generate zbðzkÞ with optimized control points zk (“on”) and

the torso height trajectory zbðHÞ, where the final torso

height position H is optimized as part of the Parameter

Optimization (“off”).

Platform

In this scenario, a platform of height Dz stair ¼ 12:5 cm is

placed in front of the robot. Figure 8 depicts Lola in front of

the platform in simulation and in experiment. Lola stepping

up and down the platform in experiments is shown in Fig-

ure 9.

Validation of kinematic model. The performance of the pro-

posed trajectory optimization strongly depends on the

validity of the presented 2-D kinematic model. The ankle

joint angles of the simple 2-D model follow the full kine-

matics well. Comparing the knee joint angles in Figure 10

shows that the 2-D model differs by more than 15� com-

pared to the 3-D model when the robot steps onto the plat-

form (compare time approximately 10.5 s). During this

movement, the DoFs in the hip and pelvis, which are not

represented in the reduced model, play an important role.

Regarding the knee joint angle, the 2-D model approxima-

tion is conservative toward the lower joint limit. The sim-

plified model angle could run into the limits while the real

joint angle is still in the working range. To exploit this open

optimization potential, we reduce the weight factor w jl for

the knee joint limits in the optimization.

Hildebrandt et al. 7



Results of simulation and experiment. Figure 11 shows the

resulting torso height trajectories using the proposed

method “on” and “off.” Furthermore, the upper and lower

limits of the torso height trajectory calculated with the 2-D

model are shown. It is clearly visible, how the torso trajec-

tory with optimization of the support points outperforms

the former torso height trajectory by abiding the kinematic

constraints. When stepping down the platform, the ankle

joint limit of the back leg is reached when only the final

torso position H is optimized (Figure 12). The mechanical

limit is avoided by limiting the executable joint angle

resulting in the constant joint angle between t ¼ 16 s and

t ¼ 17 s in Figure 12. This hard restriction affects the

smoothness of moving up and, especially, down platforms.

The optimized trajectory zbðzkÞ avoids the ankle joint limit

when stepping down. This is a major improvement over the

former implementation and results in a much smoother

stepping down movement. When stepping down, there

remains no valid range for the torso height to stay within

joint limits of the 2-D kinematic model (t ¼ 16 s in Figure

11). As we learned by validating the 2-D model, it approx-

imates the knee joint value conservatively. With the

reduced weight factor w jl for the knee joint limit, the opti-

mization yields a viable solution for the 3-D case. In both

approaches to derive the torso height trajectory, the knee

joint limits are not violated.

Podium. This test case consists of a podium with two con-

secutive stairs of height Dz stair ¼ 10 cm up and down. Fig-

ure 13 depicts Lola stepping dynamically up and down the

podium. We have not validated this test case in experi-

ments. Nevertheless, according to the quality of our simu-

lation and experimental proof for the platform test case, we

are confident that this scenario is manageable in the experi-

ment as well. The resulting torso height trajectories are

Figure 8. Platform test case: snapshots showing Lola in experiment (left) and in simulation (right) walking ahead to platform.
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shown in Figure 14. Similar to the platform test case, it is

clearly visible that the torso height trajectory calculated

using the proposed method performs best. Furthermore,

we compared the torso trajectories calculated using the 2-

D model with Dt and Dtexp ¼ 8Dt. Figure 15 shows that

this decrease of accuracy leads to only slightly different

trajectory in this complex stepping scenario.

Fast walking

The third test case is a simple walking scenario. It consists

of a sequence of steps with a step size of up to lx ¼ 0:5 m

and a step time of T S ¼ 0:7 s. Figure 16 shows the torso

height trajectory with optimized end points in comparison

to the proposed cubic spline obtained via optimization. The

resultant optimized trajectory strongly resembles the cosine

torso height that can be observed in human walking. The

corresponding joint velocity costs w _q _qT _q are depicted in

Figure 17. A cost reduction is clearly visible. This confirms

that the optimization performed using the reduced 2-D

model also yields reduced velocities considering the full

kinematics and all robot joints.

Contribution and outlook

In this article, we focus on methods to improve the kine-

matic versatility of bipedal walking. We modify the collo-

cation method presented by Buschmann et al.22 to

introduce a more generally shaped trajectory for the torso

height for bipedal locomotion. The torso height is taken

into account explicitly in the CoM trajectory generation

and, therefore, does not diminish the robot’s stability. A

Figure 12. Experiment-stepping up and down: snapshots showing Lola stepping dynamically up and down a platform using the
proposed method.

Figure 13. Podium test case: snapshots showing Lola stepping
dynamically up and down a podium with two different heights.
Left: Lola fully modeled. Right: Lola’s kinematic model.
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new parametrization for the torso height based on cubic

spline representation is applied. For real-time application,

the robot’s full kinematic model is approximated by a sim-

plified 2-D model that allows us for a larger number of

optimization parameters and a longer time horizon of mul-

tiple walking steps. The model is verified in simulations for

different walking scenarios. In combination with our meth-

ods for collision avoidance, it also allows for collision-free

motions. It is verified in simulations and validated in experi-

ments. Using the presented strategy, the robot is able to walk

in complex scenarios (e.g. platforms, obstacles) with

reduced joint velocities and safer joint movement ranges

(with respect to joint limits). In future work, we want to

analyze the presented method in more complex scenarios.

We aim to overcome current real-time constraints, to com-

bine the presented vertical trajectory optimization with the

Parameter Optimization to allow for a more holistic pattern

generation. Furthermore, the point in time of the control

points is a critical factor in the performance of the method.

Our aim is to include it in the optimization.
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Appendix 1

The 2-D kinematic model is best understood as a triangle

with hip, knee, and ankle in the corners. The lengths of

two of the edges are fixed by the robot’s dimensions. The

third edge is the distance h between hip and ankle. The

projected distances hx and hz can be obtained from robot

dimensions and the trajectories for feet and body. The law

of cosines yields the angles a, g1, and g2 in the triangle

between hip, knee, and ankle joint equations (1A) to (1C).

a ¼ acos
l2
1 þ l2

2 � h2

2l1l2

� �
ð1AÞ

g1 ¼ acos
h2 þ l2

2 � l2
1

2hl2

� �
ð1BÞ

g2 ¼ acos
l2
1 þ h2 � l2

2

2l1h

� �
ð1CÞ

Together with the sign of hx, the distance between ankle

joint and hip joint projected in the forward pointing x direc-

tion, the three leg joint angles can be derived from the

angles in equations (1A) to (1C) and some basic trigono-

metry (equation (1D)).

hx > 0 q0 ¼ �g2 � acos
hz

h

0
@

1
A

q1 ¼ 180� � a

q2 ¼ 180� � g1 þ atan jj hx

hz
jj

 ! ð1DÞ
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